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The increasing energy demand of the information technologies is often listed between the major
challenges for our society and various concepts of more sustainable electronics are very actively
studied. Spintronics [1], for example, exploits also the quantum property of electron – its spins
– to reduce energy costs and it already found its application in computer memories. In these
spintronic memories, the moving electrons are carrying the spin (illustration on Fig. 1a). The
motion of electrons is, however, also one of the major energy consuming processes. In the last
decade an alternative concept is very actively discussed – it is based on transporting the spin
momentum is transported in a form of a wave (illustration on Fig. 1b) and no moving electrons
are required. Such a spin wave is called magnon and it gave the research directions its name –
magnonics [2].

In the student project, we will develop a device design and measurement algorithm to generate
and detect magnons by all electrical means [3]. We will test the design first on a well-known
ferromagnetic material and if successful we can use the same design for the emerging class of
materials with compensated magnetic moments. The student will work at the Institute of Physics
of the Czech Academy of Sciences and he/she will have opportunity to consult the project with
the leading experts in the field of magnonics within the international network of the supervisor
and the advisor.

Obrázek 1: Schematic illustration of the conduction-electron spin current (a) and spin-wave spin
current (b) [4].
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